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Requirements for Church-Sponsored Outdoor Gatherings (25 or fewer people):


Each group should designate a Safety Coordinator and maintain contact tracing
information as in Phase 1.



Building
◦ Building is closed for gatherings except that access to the restrooms and
kitchen is permitted for one individual or household at one time.
◦ Upon entering the building, masks must be worn at all times while in the
building.
◦ Chairs and other items inside of the building may be brought outdoors for
use by attendees.



Masks and Distancing
◦ If everyone in the group is 100% fully vaccinated (plus one low-risk nonvaccinated household), masks or distancing are not required. Fully
vaccinated means at least two weeks past their final shot.
◦ If more than one non-vaccinated household is at the gathering, then a
minimum of 6’ between household groups shall be maintained or
masks must be worn at all times by everyone at the gathering.



Food Consumption
◦ If everyone in the group is 100% fully vaccinated (plus one low-risk nonvaccinated household), dining together without masks or distancing is
permitted. Fully vaccinated means at least two weeks past their final shot.
▪ Outdoor locations could include UUCOD property, restaurants, or any
other locale.
◦ If the 100% fully vaccinated +1 requirement is not met, no communal food or
drink is to be served or consumed.
▪ Individuals or households are welcome to being their own food or drink,
but should distance when their mask is lowered to eat or drink.
▪ Restaurant dining is not permitted since distancing or the wearing of a
mask at all times is not feasible in such a setting.



Of course, individuals or groups my choose to continue to distance and/or wear
a mask, even if our protocols do not required it…and such a choice will always
be respected and honored.

